CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

One of the main purposes of United Nations is to maintain international peace and security, UN and especially Security Council has been asked to prevent conflicts as well not become a war. Since the establishment, UN and especially Security Council has been asked to prevent conflicts or disputes as well not become a war. The sanctions could be the action using violence and without a military. For those countries who disobey or did want to follow the regulation, UN Security Council has sanctioned resolution.

Nuclear proliferation is one of the most sensitive issues that the Security Council has to face because it is the most dangerous weapons on earth. One of the role and responsibility of the UN Security Council is overseeing the nuclear development. Only Nuclear-Weapon States (NWS) can use nuclear as energy. NWS members commit to pursuing general and complete disarmament, while the Non-Nuclear Weapons States (NNWS) agree not to use, developing or acquiring nuclear weapons.

However, in fact, there are some countries which did not follow and obey the resolution adopted by Security Council, although mentioned under the UN chapter there will be sanctions. North Korea is one of the countries which are not included NWS but still pursuit the nuclear energy as their weapons system. North Korea claimed that is as their defense system to protect their people and their country.

North Korea's nuclear weapons development issue that has been going on for several years has become the top issue of international relations nowadays. North Korea develops its nuclear weapons not without rational reason. North Korea maximize its nuclear weapons development agenda because the country is aware that North Korea is a weak country in this cruel world. So, that they are afraid of the dominance of the
superpower country. the superpower here is the western countries with all its ideology which is very contrary to North Korean ideology. Therefore, North Korea must maintain its existence by enhancing its National Security by strengthening its nuclear weapons program, in order to achieve its national interests.

There has been a perception that the UN is no longer effective in dealing with international disputes as well as those situations threatening international peace and security. One case that has been going on for a long time and has not been able to be resolved by the Security Council. Even more jeopardizing international peace and security is a problem North Korea's nuclear development

North Korea is one of the countries which conducts nuclear development. Related to North Korea first until six underground nuclear testing. Security Council issued several resolutions condemning and preventing North Korea's nuclear and missile programs. Although some sanctions such as embargo were given to North Korea and also peace talks to stop their nuclear programs. However, this country still insists on continuing their nuclear programs. North Korea emphasize if the countries and UN increasing their sanctions to support nuclear disablement. In response to UN Security Council Resolutions, North Korea also will improve their nuclear development by replying to sanctions received by their country.

The regime of UN Security Council is no longer effective, especially in solving the international conflict and the situation that threaten peace in the world. A regime that should be able to resolve international conflicts and problems but, one case that has been going on for a long time and has not been able to be resolved by the Security Council, even more jeopardizing international peace and security is a problem North Korea's nuclear development. In the case of North Korea, nuclear weapons programs are not effective, evidenced by the nuclear weapon program in North Korea that is continuing every year.
The resolution that issued by the UN Security Council is a regime if viewed from the concept of the regime. This resolution regime is a regulation or basic in setting non-nuclear proliferation. According to the theory of regime and the effectiveness of regime, resolution regime is not effective because of several factors, such as validity, determinacy, and generality.

Validity here is the result of the regime is inappropriate with the main goals of regime causing the regime becomes invalid. The regime is categorized not success to achieve their goals and also there are differences understanding and interest. Security Council considers this issue disturbing international peace and security. However, North Korea considers nuclear weapons development as a form of defense of the country from the superpower countries that also have nuclear energy.

North Korea has become one of the most sanctioned countries in the world, by the UN and the individual countries. However, as experts point out, these sanctions are not only expensive but also technically difficult to apply. Because the regime considers its nuclear program important to its national security (and therefore non-negotiable), some of the analysts agree that their effectiveness regarding non-proliferation, preventing nuclear testing and even ballistic missile launches, has been limited. Under UN sanctions North Korea is banned from carrying out some activities, including supporting nuclear programs through financial transactions and providing related materials, technology, equipment, and goods.

Meanwhile, North Korea thinks that their nuclear weapons program to build self-defense system. North Korea claimed that all the tension that happened in Korean peninsula merely because of US military training conducted in the Korean peninsula with Japan and South Korea. It is made North Korea afraid and improve their security system and continuing their nuclear weapons program and claimed what they did is not interfere the international law. So, here the regime is categorized invalid because the regime could not achieve or influence the social goals.
Determinacy, the regime does not succeed in influencing a country and minimize domination from another country. Generality here means the ability to minimize the space for authoritarian acts of the state within a regime so that all the countries involved in the regime do not feel harmed by domination. Determinacy in this context is categorized not success in minimizing the existence of another country, so that dominant is appear, such as the United States that insists on and reports every security activities that related with nuclear weapons that undertaken by North Korea to the UNSC.

The tension between North Korea and the US that caused the crisis is quite hard to resolve. North Korea thinks that the US has provoked the UN Security Council to impose sanctions in the form of a resolution against North Korea. To stop their development of a nuclear program. North Korea also believes the United States is too concerning to their country. The US considers that North Korea has made provocative actions. It is because the US believes that North Korea continuously threatened to lunch a nuclear to their country. nowadays the US publicly stated a desire to be enemies against North Korea by increasing military training with South Korea and Japan in the Korean Peninsula. The US is also concerned that nuclear weapons programs threaten the security of other countries.

Generality, the regime is irresolute so, that causing the country does not obey or follow the regime. Generality here means the regime emphasizes the number of relevant area issues to then compare with pre-existing regimes and prove causal relation in them. North Korea has also suggested that it will not stop its nuclear stockpile until all nuclear weapons are eliminated in this world

In response threatens from North Korea to the US, that some sanctions resolutions that initiated by the US. North Korea thinks this is one of US interest to become the only superpower state and they feel threaten towards North Korea nuclear weapons program. The resolution regime made by UN Security Council specifically for North Korea could not be applied in
every country. That is why North Korea disobey because North Korea said that it is not fair and still there is much national interest from others countries that involved in this regime.

From these three factors such as Validity; Determinacy; and Generality. The regime of resolution is categorized ineffective and the UN Security Council has failed to stop North Korea nuclear weapons program and the tension among countries in Korean Peninsula and surrounding.